FROM MEDEC DASH ZCV

\[ 5/1250 \]

PORCINE VIRUS V FIVE TWELVE FIFTY NEUTRALIZED APPRECIABLY BY ST LOUIS COMA LOUPING ILL COMA AND SPRING SUMMER ANTISERA STOP NOT REPEAT NOT NEUTRALIZED BY JAPANESE COMA WEST NILE COMA COLORADO TICK OR THEILER'S GD SEVEN STOP LETTER REPORT OF WORK IN PROGRESS WILL FOLLOW STOP REQUEST FOLLOWING INFORMATION AND MATERIALS STOP PART ONE COLON DETAILED INFORMATION ON PORCINE EPIZOOTIC FROM WHICH VIRUS WAS ISOLATED STOP PART TWO COLON INFORMATION ON WHICH IF ANY OF THREE VIRUSES RELATED TO TWELVE FIFTY WERE WORKED ON PRIOR OR DURING ORIGINAL ISOLATION STOP PART THREE COLON SEND FIRST PASSAGE MATERIAL OF STRAIN TWELVE FIFTY ALSO ORIGINAL PORCINE TISSUE STOP PART FOUR COLON SEND OTHER STRAINS RECOVERED FROM SAME EPIZOOTIC STOP PART FIVE COLON SEND ANTISERA FROM RECOVERED SWINE IN EPIZOOTIC OR IF NOT AVAILABLE COMA FROM TEN OR TWENTY SWINE FROM THE SAME OR FROM NEIGHBORING FARM STOP SM803L END
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